Different from cryptography which encodes data into an incomprehensible format difficult to decrypt, steganography hides the trace of data and therefore minimizes attention to the hidden data. To hide data, a carrier body must be utilized. In addition to the traditional data carriers including images, audios, and videos, DNA emerges as another promising data carrier due to its high capacity and complexity. Currently, DNA based steganography can be practiced with either biological DNA substances or digital DNA sequences. In this article, we present a digital DNA steganography approach that utilizes the CRISPR-Cas9 off-target editing such that the secret message is fragmented into multiple sgRNA homologous sequences in the genome. Retrieval of the hidden message mimics the Cas9 offtarget detection process which can be accelerated by computer software. The feasibility of this approach is analyzed, and practical concerns are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Steganography is a technology that integrates the secret data into a common message seamlessly to avoid any attention to the data (note that data and message are two exchangeable concepts in this article). It is different from cryptography. If the data need to be secured from decryption, then cryptography technology is required. The power of cryptography is that even the encrypted message is left on the open ground, the meaning of the message cannot be revealed without the proper key. Its drawback lies in the fact that the data can catch attention. In contrast, steganography hides the message in a data carrier and makes minimal modifications to the carrier so that most people won't imagine any secret messages inside. However, hiding plain text messages via steganography is not recommended given the great advances in digital technologies. Today, steganography is used to place another layer of protection above cryptography in many applications.
Traditionally steganography makes use of either image, audio or video media. One of the most adopted steganography techniques is the Least Significant Bit (LSB) image steganography in which the least significant bits of the pixels of the cover image embed the secret message. The difference between the cover image and the stego-image (the modified image carrying the secret message) is imperceptible to human visual system [1] . Due to its complexity and large capacity, DNA, either digital DNA sequence, or DNA substance, is becoming another promising data carrier [2, 3, 4] . For example, human genome is about three billion base pairs which can store a large amount of information, making it a powerful data carrier in DNA based steganography.
II. RELATED WORK
A single CPU of modern electronic computer works in a linear fashion, which limits its power in solving NP-complete problems when the size of the problem becomes large, for instance, the directed Hamiltonian path problem. However, in 1994, Leonard Adleman demonstrated that by applying stepby-step DNA biochemical reactions, a process like a computer science algorithm, the directed Hamiltonian path problem could be solved efficiently due to the large number of simultaneous DNA reactions [5] . Since then, DNA computing has become an eye-catching branch in computer science [2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . In 1999, Clelland et al. encoded a secret message as a DNA fragment (the secret-message DNA) and hid it among many other "junk" DNA fragments. Such DNA samples can be prepared as microdots to be delivered to recipients who can only retrieve the secret message by applying polymerase chain reaction (PCR) on the DNA sample with the knowledge of the two PCR primers followed by DNA sequencing [2] . This work started DNA based steganography. However, one drawback of this technique is that the recipient must be given the primer information. Leaking of the primer information can cause data insecurity. A recent study adds one extra layer of protection to the PCR primer by applying the trans-cleavage activity of CRISPR-Cas12a nuclease [13] . Note that CRISPR stands for Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats, and Cas stands for CRISPR Associated System. In this study, fake primers or redundant DNA sequences were pre-ligated to the real PCR primers so that the real primers are concealed. To obtain the real primers, the recipient must apply CRISPR-Cas12a to cut off the fake primers or the redundant sequences [13] .
A critical disadvantage of hiding the secret message into a biological DNA sample is the difficulty in preparing the sample and retrieving the secret message through a series of biological experiments. Such experiments are likely to be proceeded by experienced workers in labs armed with modern and expensive equipment. In addition, carrying biological samples may be considered illegal under some circumstances. Steganography based on digital DNA sequences however, provides much better feasibility.
There are three classical methods to hide data into DNA sequences, namely the insertion method, the complementary pair method, and the substitution method [4] . Several revisions of these methods were proposed, but the fundamental techniques keep the same [7, 9, 11] . All the methods require a binary coding rule to convert between binary digits and nucleotide bases (A, C, G, T). A key requirement of the substitution method is that a nucleotide can be substituted by another specific nucleotide, and the mapping is one-to-one [4] . Another requirement is that the length of the secret message must be no longer than the reference DNA (the data carrier) [4] .
In the substitution method, the reference sequence R is known to the sender and the recipient along with many other public reference sequences. In the basic scenario, the message M is converted into a binary string and each bit is randomly but sequentially stored by a user-defined substitution function. The modified DNA sequence R' is delivered to the recipient. The recipient retrieves the secret message by comparing R and R' through the substitution function. The cracking of the substitution method requires the knowledge of the reference sequence R and the substitution function, and the cracking probability by a random guess is computed as , where N is the number of public reference sequences available [4] . Note that there are six different one-to-one substitution functions available [4] , and currently there are about one billion publicly available reference DNA sequences [14] .
This article presents an improved substitution method that can render a much lower cracking probability. This method is inspired by the ground-breaking biotechnology CRISPR-Cas9. It simulates the bacteria adaptive immune system and the evolutional arm-races between bacteria and phages.
CRISPR-Cas9 has become a widely adopted tool capable of gene editing, gene expression suppression/activation, and epigenetic modifications [15, 16] . Its gene editing function can usually be achieved by two approaches respectively. One approach introduces frame-shift insertions and/or deletions inside a targeted gene to generate gene-specific knock-outs. The success of this application depends on the error-prone nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway that repairs the double strand DNA break introduced by the Cas9 nuclease. During the NHEJ repairing process, various mutations can be randomly generated and a few of them may result in loss-offunction knockouts [17] . The second approach relies on baseeditor platforms which do not generate any double strand DNA breaks [18] . The beauty of CRISPR-Cas9 lies in the fact that it is programmable [15] . The core of CRISPR-Cas9 system includes the Cas9 endonuclease and a single guide RNA (sgRNA). sgRNA has two sequence regions, one is the scaffold to which Cas9 binds, the other is the spacer sequence of about 20 bases. The spacer sequence can be user defined and it can lead the Cas9 to any a genomic locus where the target DNA sequence matches the spacer and has a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) immediately downstream [15, 19] . The PAM sequences vary depending on the types of Cas nucleases. The most commonly used Cas protein is SpCas9 whose PAM sequences are NGG (AGG, CGG, GGG, and TGG). A critical concern in the CRISPR-Cas9 technology is however, the sgRNA can also lead the Cas9 to other genomic loci that share sequence similarity with the sgRNA spacer, causing off-target genome editing [19] . This scenario is explained in Fig. 1 and 2 .
It is understood that Cas9 off-target nuclease activity is likely a result of the evolutional arm-races between bacteria and infection virus. Bacteria that survived virus infection store characteristic virus genetic sequences as spacers between repeated sequences. These spacers can be transcribed into RNA to guide the Cas nuclease to degrade virus genetic elements containing the same sequence. This process provides bacteria an adaptive immune system to resist repeated phage invasion. In response to the selection pressure of the host bacteria, the phages' genetic sequence evolves with variation(s) to escape Cas nuclease degradation. In return, bacteria CRISPR-Cas system evolves by allowing Cas nuclease to degrade sequences sharing certain degrees of homology with the spacer sequence.
The larger a genome's size, the more the potential offtarget loci for a given sgRNA spacer sequence. For genomes as large as the human genome, identifying the off-target sites becomes a time-consuming process. Different computational tools have been developed to help predict potential genome off-target loci [20, 21] . The early computational methods are mostly built upon the found sgRNA sequence features regarding SpCas9 [15, 22, 23] . However, some discoveries from different research groups are not in agreement with each other, though certain general understandings have reached consensus. 1) Off-target effect decreases when the number of mismatches (including both base mismatches and bulges) between sgRNA and target sequence increases; 2) Cas9 is less tolerant with mismatches proximal to PAM. Later methods incorporate Cas9 domain knowledge, especially energetics parameters, and therefore can achieve better predication results [24] . 
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Our proposed algorithm is based on the following assumptions regarding off-target homology search: 1) All off-target sites must have a primary NGG PAM immediately downstream the sgRNA spacer binding location.
2) All off-target sites can have up to five base mismatches within a given sgRNA spacer sequence. If there are at least six base mismatches, the DNA sequence in study is not considered an off-target homology.
3) Off-target sites cannot have indels, either DNA or RNA bulge. This assumption is against the existing biological discoveries, which will be discussed later.
In the proposed algorithm, the message recipient is the "bacteria" while the sender is the "phage". After some time of "evolution", the phage is aware of what sgRNA spacers the bacteria can recognize, a knowledge between the phage and bacteria only. For demonstration purpose, assume that the bacteria by far can recognize the following spacer sequence: Note, T-A indicates that T substitutes for A. Suppose the secret message M is 01001110, let R be a large DNA sequence that has no homologous sequences of the spacer S (if there are, such homologous sequences must be either deleted or changed). To integrate M into R by substitution, the following algorithm is followed:
Step 1: Pick a large DNA sequence R, confirm there is at least one S inside R (must have PAM downstream). If there is none, substitute some nucleotides in R to generate S or select another valid R.
Step 2: compute the value of S by addition operation. The above sequence S = 30. Let v = (S mod 5) + 1 = 1. Only offtarget sequences bearing exactly v mismatches with S would be used for carrying message. In this specific example, v = 1. Similarly, if v = 5, then valid off-target sequences must bear 5 mismatches.
Step 3: Change existing off-target sequences in R that bear exactly 1 mismatch with S so that they won't be mistaken as valid off-target sequences.
Step 4: Since M has eight bits, i.e. four nucleotides, four off-target sites are needed in R. Randomly but sequentially identify four non-overlapping sgRNA spacer sites in R, modify the site sequences according to the substitution function so that they become valid off-target sites of S. For instance, the message 01001110 can be fragmented into four off-target sites in order (PAM is attached): After the substitutions, carrier sequence R becomes R' and R' is sent to the recipient (bacterium) together with other noise DNA sequences (Note that these noise sequences do not contain S or any other bacteria-recognized CRISPR spacers). Once the bacterium receives R', it uses its existing CRISPR spacer sequence(s) to examine R'. If there is no recognized spacer in R', ignore it. In our case, as there is a recognized spacer S, the bacterium begins to process the R' sequence. The data retrieval reverses the protocol of data hiding.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Unlike the classical substitution method, our method does not employ a one-to-one substitution function. We consider a one-to-one function is not necessary and one-to-one functions may present a more discernable pattern to intruders. The cracking probability of the above proposed method depends on the number of potential CRISPR spacers in the reference DNA sequence, the available substitution functions and binary coding rules. Since a spacer must be followed by an NGG PAM, the number of potential CRISPR spacers is about L/16, where L is the length of the reference sequence. The number of binary coding rules determines the available substitution functions, and it is . Including the possible mismatch numbers, the cracking probability of the proposed method can be computed as:  Thus, the cracking probability is a function of the size of the reference DNA sequence. This cracking probability is no better than that of the classical substitution method. To improve the cracking probability, we can remove the bacteriarecognized spacer S from R' because both the phage and bacteria are aware of the recognized spacers. In this revised scenario, to steal the secret message, the intruder must have knowledge of the spacer S. Therefore, the new cracking probability can be expressed as:
 This cracking probability is much lower than that of the classical substitution method and it is independent of the reference DNA size. However, in computational practices, intruders can utilize sequence alignment techniques to guide their guessing directions and therefore greatly accelerate the cracking process. This is true to both our method and the classical method. To battle such a cracking strategy, the phage can make some random noise mismatches at other nonrecognized CRISPR spacer locations.
In Table I , |M| = the length of message M in bits, L = the length of the reference DNA sequence, and bpn is the number of bits hidden per nucleotide. Note that our method doubles the bpn compared to the traditional substitution method. We also introduce a new concept "volume", which represents the maximum number of bits that the method can integrate into the reference DNA sequence. An off-target site must be of 23nucleotides, and 5 mismatches can record 10 bits, thus the volume of our method is 10L/23, less than half of the classical method.
Allowing an indel in off-target sites can increase the cracking difficulty significantly as locating bulges is a much more time-consuming process than locating base mismatches. It has been proven biologically that valid off-target sites can have indels [25] . The reason why we didn't include indels is mostly for simplicity. A more sophisticated version can certainly include indels. For example, the 4 th definition of the substitution function can be re-defined as: any a 1-nucleotide indel  00.
We randomly generated 1000 sgRNA spacers, and then searched for their off-target sites in human genome. The result is summarized in Table II . The same computational experiment was conducted on a simulated genome of size 3 billion base pairs in which A, C, G, T are randomly distributed. The result is presented in Table III . The data in both Table II and Table III illustrate that the naturally-occurred off-target sites are not abundant, indicating noise mismatches must be added into the reference DNA sequence to distract the intruders. Otherwise, by sequence aligning the R and R', if R is publicly available, the intruders can quickly identify the spacer and retrieve the hidden message. Note that a simulated DNA sequence R can be created randomly anytime and can be deleted after R' has been generated because the recipient can retrieve the data from R' alone. Therefore, deleting R can disable the use of sequence alignment in cracking. Thus, it can be concluded that our proposed method works better with a simulated DNA sequence. The proposed method is not limited to digital DNA sequence applications. It can be practiced with biological DNA substances, too. One exemplar is to construct a plasmid and hide the secret message into the plasmid DNA sequence. The plasmid can be easily delivered to the recipient. The recipient applies Cas9-sgRNA reaction on the DNA. By analyzing the modified DNA sequences (for instance, deep sequencing), the recipient can detect all the off-target sites in the plasmid DNA sequence and from there, the recipient can then retrieve the hidden message. However, when practicing with biological DNA substances, one caution we must take is that, a large portion of potential off-target sites identified by computational methods do not exhibit any off-target effect in biological experiments [22, 26, 27] . Thus, only confirmed off-target sites should be included in the plasmid sequence.
The proposed method cannot be applied on DNA sequences of living organisms. The small number of naturally occurred off-target sites for a single sgRNA spacer limits the size of data that can be hidden in the reference DNA sequence.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an original DNA based steganography method is proposed. This method adopts the CRISPR-Cas9 off-target editing and can reach much lower cracking probability than the classical substitution method. While the off-target editing is a flaw in CRISPR-Cas9 biological and medical applications, it can be used to enhance the applications of DNA based steganography.
